As seen From The Sidecar
Speaker Information
The first ever circumnavigation of the
globe on a scooter with a sidecar
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Matt and Reece are accomplished guest speakers
available to talk to any audience of any size
"Wonderfully
nuts"
- Sam Manicom

Author and Adventurer

"the world wouldn't
get anywhere without
this kind of courage,
fortitude and purpose."

- David Owen

Head of Flight Centre BRand

"Effortlessly
entertaining"
- Steph Jeavons
Author and Adventurer

guest speakers
MAtt and Reece are able to adapt their speaking style to
audiences of any size and any background.

The Story
With no experience of riding a motorbike whatsoever and having never sat in a sidecar before, Matt and
Reece decided they wanted to become the first people to ever circumnavigate the globe on a scooter with a
sidecar. Why? Our news and our social media feeds are dominated by stories that paint people from
different backgrounds in a bad light. Matt and Reece wanted to go around the world and show that everyday
people are good. They figured that if they were to achieve a world first with zero experience, then complete
strangers would have to help them along the way and it would show that the world is full of great people!
It worked too. Matt and Reece left London and were put on a conveyor belt of human spirit which carried
them through some of the worlds toughest environments including a -40°C Siberian winter and a plus 50°C
Saharan summer.

The talks
Inspire - In a world governed by fear, hear from two normal guys who quit their 9-5's and put their lives
in the hands of local people all around the world. Find out how normal everyday people went above and
beyond to help Matt and Reece achieve the unfathomable and take the most inappropriate vehicle through
earth's toughest environments.
Motivate - It's -40°C. You've lost all feeling in your hands and feet. Your face has frozen over. You’re
fearing for your life. Your bike has broken down again. You’ve been riding and repairing in these conditions
for a week. You’ve got at least a month of the same left. How do you keep going?
Inform - Interested in a specific part of our project? We can run talks and workshops on modern slavery
around the world, expedition planning, fundraising, getting sponsorship and much more. We’re also happy
to focus talks on specific countries and sections of our route.

www.asseenfromthesidecar.org

